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SOME STABILITY THEOREMS FOR
NONHARMONIC FOURIER SERIES

ROBERT M. YOUNG1

Abstract. The theory of nonharmonic Fourier series in L2(-ir,tr) is

concerned with the completeness and expansion properties of sets of complex

exponentials {e'x"'}. It is well known, for example, that the completeness of

the set {e'x"'} ensures that of {e'^"'} whenever 2 lA„ ~~ M»l < oo. In this note

we establish two results which guarantees that if {elX"'} is a Schauder basis

for l}(—n, it), then [e'^"'} is also a Schauder basis whenever (jin) is "sufficient-

ly close" to {A„}.

1. Introduction. The theory of nonharmonic Fourier series in L2(—tt, tt) is

concerned with the completeness and expansion properties of sets of complex

exponentials {e'x"'}. It is well known, for example, that the completeness of the

set {e'x"') ensures that of {e'M"'} whenever 2 |A„ - ju„| < oo [1] (see also [5]).

In this note a stronger result is established under the added hypothesis that

{e'Xn'} is a Schauder basis (compare [14, Theorem 2]).

Theorem 1. Let {Xn} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. If{e'x"'} is a Schauder basis for L2(—tt,tt), then {e'*1"') is also a Schauder

basis whenever 2 I A„ — ju„ |   < oo.

One of the fundamental results from the theory of nonharmonic series states

that the functions e'x"' (-oo < n < oo) form a Besselian basis for L2(—it,it) if

they satisfy an inequality of the form

(1) Sc„(A'-^      <022U2

for some 0 (0 < 9 < 1) and all finite sequences {c„} [9, p. 109]. By "Besselian"

is meant that each function / in the space has a unique representation

/= 2 cne'x"' with 2 \c„\ < oo. It is well known [3] (see also [4]) that

condition (1) holds whenever

|A„ - n\ < L < (log 2)/t7       (-co < n < oo).
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In another direction, Levinson showed [8, p. 48] that if

(2) \\„ - n\ < L < 1/4,

then every function in L2(—tt,tt) has a nonharmonic series expansion /

~ 2 cne'x"' which is equiconvergent with its ordinary Fourier series over any

interval [-tt + e,tt - e] for any positive e. For Xn real, the question of whether

(2) implies (1) was answered in the affirmative by M. I. Kadec [7].

Using an interpolation property for entire functions of exponential type, we

are able to show, more generally, that any Besselian basis of complex

exponentials can be suitably perturbed. Specifically, we have the following

result (compare [13, Theorem A, p. 412]).

Theorem 2. Let {Xn} be a sequence of real numbers such that {e'x"'} is a

Besselian basis for i}(—tt,tt). Then there exists a constant e > 0 with the

following property: 7/|Re z„ - A„| < e and supjlm z„| < oo, then {e'z"'} is also

a Besselian basis for L (—tt, tt).

2. On a theorem of Levinson. A well-known theorem of Levinson [8] states

that the completeness LP of the set {e'Xn'} is unaffected if some A„ is replaced

by another number. An analogous result for Schauder bases follows immedi-

ately from the observation [1, p. 61] that the set {e'x"'} is complete on a given

interval if and only if it is possible to approximate some function e'°" other

than those already present.

Proposition 1. If the set {e'x"!} is a Schauder basis for Lp(-tt, tt), p > 1, then

it remains a Schauder basis if we replace any Xn by some other number.

Proof. Suppose that e"" $ {e'x"'}. Fix / in Lp(-tt,tt) and write /

= 2 cne'x"1, ei0" = 2 dneiX"'. It is to be shown that {eiX"'} remains a

Schauder basis when e'Xk' is replaced by e'at. First note that dk cannot vanish

since {e'X"'}n¥,k is not complete. Therefore, we can express first e'Xk' and then

/in terms of e'°" and {e'x"'}nikk. To establish uniqueness, suppose that

0=2   aneiX"' + akelc".
n¥=k

Since {e'x"'} is a basis, it is enough to show that ak = 0. But this is clear, since

otherwise we could express e'°" in terms of {e'Xn'}niLk and hence conclude that

{e,x"t}n^k were complete.    □

To establish Theorem 1, we will need the following general stability

criterion due to Boas (see [10]).

Proposition 2. Let {xn} and {yn} be sequences in a Banach space X. Suppose

that there exists a constant 9, 0 < 9 < 1, such that the inequality

2 cn(x„ - y„)    < 9 2 c„x„

holds for all finite sequences {cn}. If{xn} is a (Besselian) basis for X, then {yn} is

also a (Besselian) basis.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Since {e'x"'} is a bounded basis for L2(-tt,tt), i.e.
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0< infj|e'x"'|| < sup||e'x"'!l < oo,

we know that for some constant 8 > 0, \\eiXn' - eiXm'\\ > 8 (n # m) [10, p.

22], and hence inf |A„ - A J > 0 (n # m). It follows [12] that

(3) ||2Cyx"'| <*(2kJ2)12

for some constant B and all finite sequences {c„}. Now, it was shown in [6] that

there exists a constant p > 2 with the following property: Each function /

belonging to L2(—tt,tt) has a unique expansion

/ = ic„^' with a(^ |c„rj < ii/n,

where A > 0 is independent of / It follows from (3) that for any finite

sequence {<?„},

2 cn(e'Kl - e^')\\ = ||2 ce'^yC"-0' - 1]

= life c M 2 ik'%- ~K)k
\\\^c"e     ) k±x k\

= 11 2 4r2c„0i„-A„)Vx"'
I|A:=1    K-

<   2  £kcn(nn-Xn)ke*"'\\
k=\ K- II II

00 77* r t iV/2
<B 2i|r(2k„(M„-AJ/£|2j   .

(The above calculations are similar to those used for an analogous purpose by

Paley and Wiener [9].)

Now, if p = 2, that is, if {e'x"'} is in fact Besselian, then the stronger

Theorem 2 obtains. Let us assume therefore that p > 2. Applying Holder's

inequality, we have

2 \cM - xnf\2 < (2 \c„\p)2/P (2 |a„ - nn\2kp/(p-2))iP~2)/P,

and hence,

2 c„(eiX"' - e^')    < 6 2c„e''A"'

where

d    00       k / \k/s

9 = Ak^x 7d{^ |A« - ^) {s = 2^ - 2))'

= (fi//I)[exp{77(2|A„-M„r)lA}- 1].
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Since s > 2, N can be chosen large enough so that

and we conclude from Proposition 2 that the set {e'X"'}|n|<A' U {e'(1"'}|n|>A' *s

a Schauder basis for L2(—tt,tt). Repeated application of Proposition 1 then

shows that {e'Pn'} is itself a Schauder basis, and the proof is complete.    □

Remark. For fixed {A„}, we have actually proved the stronger result that

{e'^"'} is a Schauder basis whenever 2 |A„ — \in\5 < oo, where 5 > 2 depends

on the choice of {A„}.

4. Interpolation in a classical Hilbert space of entire functions. Let us denote

by H the Paley-Wiener space of entire functions of exponential type 77 which

are square-integrable over the real axis. A classical theorem of Paley and

Wiener [9] shows that a function/ G H if and only if / = <p for some function

<p in L (—tt, tt). Here, as usual, <p denotes the complex Fourier transform of <p.

A sequence {A„} of distinct real or complex numbers is said to be an

interpolating sequence for H if TH D I2, where T is defined by 7/ = {/(A„)}.

If the corresponding set of exponentials {e'x"'} is complete in L2(-tt,tt), then

the interpolation is unique, and in this case we call {A„} a complete interpolating

sequence. The following proposition shows that the notions of complete

interpolating sequences and Besselian bases are equivalent.

Proposition 3. Let {Xn} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the

real axis. Then {A„} is a complete interpolating sequence for H if and only if{e"'}

is a Besselian basis for L (—it, tt).

Proof. Suppose first that {e'x"'} is a Besselian basis for L2(—tt,tt). It follows

from inequality (1) that the mapping from I2 into L2(—tt,tt) given by

{cn) ~* 2 cne'x"' is continuous, one-to-one, and onto. The open mapping

theorem then guarantees the existence of a constant A > 0 such that

/ -A'/2
A[2\c„\2)      <    2c„e'x"'

for all finite sequences {cn}. But this is precisely the condition that ensures that

{Xn} is an interpolating sequence for H [2]. That the interpolation is unique

follows immediately from the fact that {e'x"'} is a basis.

That any complete interpolating sequence {A„}, with the imaginary part of

A„ uniformly bounded, determines a Besselian basis {e'x"'} was proved in [11].

□

5. Proof of Theorem 2. We conclude, just as in the proof of Theorem 1, that

the inequality

00   „k r -il/2

(4) 2 c„(e>x"! - **•■')    <B2]Jf [_2 k„0*„ - A„)*|2J

obtains for some constant B and all finite sequences {cn}. Suppose first that

Im« - K\ < £- Then (4) becomes
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|2 cn(eiX"> - *'".')| < B(em - l)(z \c„\2}    •

Now, since {e'x"'} is Besselian, a simple application of the closed graph

theorem shows that if/ G L2(-tt,tt) and has the representation/ = 2 cnelX"',

then ll/jl > A(2 \cn\ )1/2 for some constant A > 0 independent of/[10, p.

338]. Thus, we have

2 cn(eiX"' - **«')    < (fi/4)(em - 1)   2 cneiX-'

for all finite sequences {c„}. It follows immediately from Propositions 2 and 3

that {/!„} is a complete interpolating sequence for // whenever e is sufficiently

small. Finally, it was shown in [11] that if the imaginary part of zn is uniformly

bounded and if {Re zn) is a complete interpolating sequence for H, then so too

is {z„}. A final application of Proposition 3 shows that {e'z"'} is a Besselian

basis for L2(-tt, tt), and the proof is complete.    □

Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 has shown that, even if the A„ are not real,

one can still choose e > 0 small enough so that {V"'} is a Besselian basis for

L2(-tt,tt) whenever |A„ - \in\ < e.
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